
LinkedIn Templates – E-Valley 

 

Get in touch with the right person: 

Hi, I would like to get in touch with the person who is in charge all major logistic decisions at 
your firm. I want you guys to be amongst our clients. Let us get your distribution center within 
300 km of 80 million consumers. We have the biggest logistics hub in all of Europe. 

 

 

Sell E-Valley in a short and efficient manner: 

1) What if I can offer you the most advanced flexible A storage facility, at the most 
strategic spot in Europe, surrounded by 300M buyers and 60K unemployed 
people - both in a range of less than 300 KM – at the lowest letting price in 
available? 

 

2) Imagine, the most advanced flexible A storage facility, at the most strategic spot 
in Europe, surrounded by 300M buyers and 60K unemployed people - both in a 
range of less than 300 KM – at the lowest letting price in Europe? We made it 
into reality. 
 
 
 

3) Imagine, the most advanced flexible A storage facility, at the most strategic spot 
in Europe, surrounded by 300M buyers and 60K unemployed people - both in a 
range of less than 300 KM – at the lowest letting price in Europe? E-Valley. 

 

4) Imagine, the most advanced flexible A storage facility, at the most strategic spot 
in Europe, surrounded by 300M buyers and 60K unemployed people - both in a 
range of less than 300 KM – at the lowest letting price in Europe? No need to 
imagine. It's real. 
 
 
 

5) Can I offer you the most advanced flexible A storage facility, at the most strategic 
spot in Europe, surrounded by 300M buyers and 60K unemployed people - both 
in a range of less than 300 KM – at the lowest letting price in Europe? 



 
 

6) (Longer – More info) Can I offer you the biggest, most advanced flexible A 
storage custom bonded facility, at the most strategic spot in Europe, surrounded 
by 300M buyers and 60K unemployed people - both in a range of less than 300 
KM – at the lowest letting price in Europe?  

 

7) Imagine the biggest, most advanced flexible A storage custom bonded facility, at 
the most strategic spot in Europe, surrounded by 300M buyers and 60K 
unemployed people - both in a range of less than 300 KM – at the lowest letting 
price in Europe? 
 
 
 

8) I can reduce your costs significantly by making your logistics much more efficient. 
Some of the largest companies have already moved their distribution center with 
us. 700,000 sqm of custom bonded A storage with extreme flexibility. Lowest 
letting prices in Europe. Let's elaborate over the phone. 

 

9) You can save logistic costs with us by making your distribution much more 
efficient. Haddad group have already moved their distribution center with us. 
700,000 sqm of custom bonded A level storage with extreme flexibility. Lowest 
letting prices in Europe. Let's elaborate over the phone. 

 

 
10)  If the logistic department at your firm is having issues with employment or 

storage flexibility – we have the most advanced flexible A storage custom 
bonded facility, at the most strategic spot in Europe, surrounded by 300M buyers 
and 60K unemployed people - both in a range of less than 300 KM – at the 
lowest letting price in Europe. 

 

11)  If you are looking to consolidate your logistic centers, increase efficiency and 
decrease costs, lets schedule a call so I can tell you more about our flexible A 
storage custom bonded facility, at the most strategic spot in Europe, surrounded 
by 300M buyers and 60K unemployed people - both in a range of less than 300 
KM – at the lowest letting price in Europe. 
 

 



12)  I would like to talk with your logistic executives about their expansion and 
leasing problems. I have the biggest, most advanced flexible A storage custom 
bonded facility, at the most strategic spot in Europe, surrounded by 300M buyers 
and 60K unemployed people - both in a range of less than 300 KM – at the 
lowest letting price in Europe. 

 

13)  Can you refer me to decision makers in your company when it comes to 
expansion and logistic decisions? I have the biggest, most advanced flexible A 
storage custom bonded facility, at the most strategic spot in Europe, surrounded 
by 300M buyers and 60K unemployed people - both in a range of less than 300 
KM – at the lowest letting price in Europe. 
 

 

 
14)  Can you refer me to the individual with most authority in your company when it 

comes to expansion and logistic decisions? I have the biggest, most advanced 
flexible A storage custom bonded facility, at the most strategic spot in Europe, 
surrounded by 300M buyers and 60K unemployed people - both in a range of 
less than 300 KM – at the lowest letting price in Europe. 

 

15)  Help me to help you. I can reduce your costs significantly by making your 
logistics much more efficient. Some of the largest companies have already 
moved their distribution center with us. 700,000 sqm of custom bonded A storage 
with extreme flexibility. Lowest letting prices in Europe. Let's elaborate over the 
phone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


